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ABOUT OUR

COMPANY
The Tatami Shop was founded on a
timeless mission to be evergreen.
We create Tatami solutions that
are multifunctional, practical and
authentic. 

We aim to be solution providers
that represent contemporary
Japanese culture. 

Tatami and floor sleeping has a
plethora of benefits. We want to
share our knowledge and
modernise this tradition -- 
from us, to you.

"Here at The Tatami Shop, We
provide unique hand-crafted
sleeping solutions with an emphasis
on nature and quality. "



BENEFITS OF

TATAMI ITEMS
Firmness keeps your back aligned during
sleep, preventing long-term aches
Natural Igusa promotes a therapeutic
grassy fragrance for comfortable sleep
Groundedness and elevated connection
Long-lasting w/ proper maintainence

WHAT IS TATAMI?
Tatami has a history of 2000 years in
Japanese Culture & Lifestyle.

Some benefits includes the signature
grassy fragrance from the  Igusa Rush  that
keeps spaces fresh & is incredibly
therapeutic. Tatami has a smooth texture
and natural cooling effect which is gentle
to the skin.



SOFA BEDS
Our 9-in-1 Sofa Bed offers a
multifunctional solution for
lounging during the day &

overnight sleeping. It provides a
slight cushioning for the

shoulder & hip bone while still
providing you with the firm

support you require.
 

The 9-in-1 Sofa Bed comes in a
black carrier bag and can be

packed away efficiently when
not in use.

OUR

TATAMI



 4-FOLD
MATTRESS
This space-saving & lightweight
solution can be folded up and
kept aside to make space when
not in use. The firmness
promotes long term posture
support and may prevent
backaches in the long term.

Our Tatami Mattresses come in
both the 3cm and 5cm
thicknesses. Choose between a
simple, l ightweight carry-on or
a cushier,  thicker alternative for
a worry-free rest.



Signature Pillows
The signature pillow has a curved design that

offers a snug fit and relief for stiff necks &
shoulders, alleviating both body aches and

snoring from poor posture. 

Classic Pillows
Inspired by traditional ceramic and wooden
block pillows, the Classic is ideal for side naps
and back sleepers. The design supports the
curvature of your neck and enhances breathing,
Those who love higher pillows will  appreciate
the elevation that the Classic provides.

MAKURA
PILLOW LINE
Our Makura Pillow line provides the firm
support necessary for a restful sleep. Filled with
a mix of crushed IGUSA and coconut fibre, the
pillows conform to the contours of your neck &
shoulder over time.



LOUNGING &
MEDITATION

Japanese Sakura Meditation Cushions
Inspired by Japanese Sakura flowers, the

Sakura Cushion is a must-have for beginner
and intermediate meditators. Sitting on the

Sakura Meditation Cushion, naturally
straightens your  back and releases tension in

your thigh.

Tatami Carpet
Premium Japanese Igusa Tatami mats evoke a
sense of warmth & add a natural botanical
element to your home. Add a touch of
elegance to your home with our premier
range of fabric brocade selections for a
relaxed weekend family get-together.



TATAMI COOL
SEAT MAT

Tatami Cool Seat Mats
The cool seat mat dissipates heat & allows you
to jump right into your car even after parking
under the hot sun, making your drives cool
and comfortable.

They can also be used for your office chairs,  on
sofas or as a travel-friendly stroller liner to
keep infants comfortable & happy. The natural
grassy fragrance helps to further relax and
calm your mind when you’re out and about.

HOW DO I CLEAN
MY TATAMI?

 Vacuum along weave
 Wipe with damp cloth
 Spray Tatami Mist

Weekly Cleaning Guide
1.
2.
3.

Shake prior to spraying. Do not wipe
solution away.

4. Air dry with a standing/ceiling fan for
30 mins.



Soak up excess liquid with a
dry cloth.
Wipe affected area with a
damp cloth. If  spillage leaves
a sticky residue, use a damp
cloth with a gentle detergent
to wipe off the residue. Wipe
soap off with a damp cloth.

Dealing With Spillages
Apart from red wine & dyes,
most spillages are pretty easy to
handle if  dealt with quickly.

1 .
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HOME DESIGN
With 22 years of experience with Tatami

Home Concepts, we can make your
dream relaxation space come true! 

Our Tatami can be customized to fit
most spaces. Our knowledgeable,

patient, and adaptable Tatami Team will
ensure your needs are met!



KEEP IN TOUCH

CONTACT US!
www.tatamishop.com

@thetatamishop

235 East Coast Road
Singapore 428929

+65 9101 1795
+65 6336 6018




